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BiTsound

®

Inspired by sounds

No matter if you are a rock star, a stage engineer, an audiophile or a music lover, you always look for pure sounds
and high ﬁdelity signal.
Faithful sound reproduction
or professional stage lighting shows
entail not only a perfect sound and light
system, but also high ﬁdelity cables.
Selecting the right cables thus becomes
the key to success and we can help you
ﬁnd it.
We have been manufacturing
cables and wires for numerous
applications since 1996. Audio cables
have always been special as they
connect our two greatest passions:
passion for cables and immaculate
sounds. It was out these two passions
®
that BiTsound range has been created.
These cables are manufactured
with utmost diligence and precision.
Improved electrical parameters,
outstanding mechanical resistance
and remarkable ﬂexibility enable
excellent sound transmission even in
the most demanding conditions.

BiTsound® product range has
been divided into four different series
according to their application and
customers' needs:
- Economy (BiT MOON)
- Standard (BiT EARTH)
- Standard Pro (BiT MARS)
- Studio (BiT SUN)

They ensure high audio ﬁdelity, proper
play of light, optimized sound
distribution in recording studios as well
as satisfying listening experience
®
a t h o m e . B i Ts o u n d r a n g e i s
characterized by high environmental
and outstanding wear and tear
resistance. Their ﬂexibility, thermal
stability and resistance to demanding
conditions make their installation on
stage, in sport halls or football
stadiums possible.

Matt outer sheath applied in the
majority of BiTsound® items eliminates
the light reﬂection effect, what is their
additional asset. LSOH versions do not
emit smoke and limit ﬂame propagation
during ﬁre. Their reliability, durability
and safety have been conﬁrmed
by a number of satisﬁed customers
in Poland and abroad.

®

BiTsound cables have been
installed e.g. in National Stadium
in Warsaw, ICE Krakow Congress
Centre or ENERGYLANDIA in Zator
(the biggest Amusement Park
in Poland). Please feel invited to get
®
acquainted with our BiTsound
catalogue. We do hope our products
will suit your audio-visual needs.

